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Select the right space

Colors, emotions,
harmony

Select your artist, your
concept, revise it

Realization and process
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BRIGHT 
Fits with the vibe you selected

Daily submerses of the emotion that
you come to seek in this space.

An accent wall is illuminated by a
window.

COHERENT 
DYNAMIC 



What is the emotion you want to
release in the room?

What is the message you would
like to be a daily spokesperson

for?



HARMONY &
COMPLEMENTARITY

Colors have an even stronger impact than the
shapes and symbols they fill.

 
Darker and dull colors are to be favored to give

depth to your spaces. 
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Red revitalizes,
stimulates, and

restores
strength.

 
Select complementary colors (face to

face in the circle above) in the mural and
your decorative elements.

 

Ensures optimism
and joie de vivre,
repels negative

energies.

Color of intellect,
imagination and

cheerfulness.

Brings peace
and serenity.

Stimulates
inspiration, the

color of spirituality
and mysticism.

Reduces anxiety.

Tenderness,
Delicacy,
soothes

stress and
jealousy.

Refreshing color,
brings peace.

Calming virtues.

Prepares for
action, dispels

fears.

Purifies, helps to
concentrate,

amplifies mental
and emotional

energy.
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"A symbol in my daily life, a message for my people."

IDEATION

Photo + Description
28% of the total payment

PROCESS:

Photomontage
1 free revision

+5% per revision

Realization at home
72% of the payment + TIPS

The unique custom
designs offered by our

artists allow you to
send an emotion and to
remember a message. 

 
Your wall becomes

your spokesperson,
your memo, and makes

your interior talk.
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Price : 
24 $ /p2

SELECT AN ARTIST

The originals of 
Marilou

Mastrocola's
compositions



The versatility of Axe

Raphael's Technologies 

Price : 
24 $ /p2



SELECT AN ARTIST

Mccoy's aspirations

The realism of Seork
Price : 
24 $ /p2



The surrealism of GRiLS

Living poems by
Monk.e

Price : 
24 $ /p2



SELECT AN ARTIST

The world of Waxhead

The contasts of LabronaPrice : 
24 $ /p2



YOU ARE 
WHAT YOU ART

10% Discount if you let more
freedom of creation to the artist!


